
2016 Guest Survey Results

Who uses Nowait?

How does Nowait impact the guest experience?

Millenials
(18-34)

Have children 
18 or under

Go out to eat more 
than twice a week

Male

Female

Baby 
Boomers
(55+)

Ages
35-44

Ages
45-54

24.5%

24.5% 26%

58%

80%

81%

25%

62%
38%

Once guests experience the ease of dining at a Nowait 
restaurant, they come again and again. Without fear of long 

waits, more guests quickly become regulars.

Anyone who hates to wait! Nowait has been readily adopted 
by guests of all ages from millennials, to young families, to 

baby boomers.

A survey of over 1,500 Nowait Users.

How do guests perceive Nowait restaurants?

Nowait keeps your brand relevant and your concepts 
competitive by providing guests with the on-demand 

experience they are coming to expect.

Are more likely to 
return to a restaurant 
that uses Nowait.

Say that they prefer 
using Nowait to making 
reservations.

Say they go out 
to eat more often 
because of Nowait.

75%

48%

Are more likely to eat 
at a restaurant that 
uses Nowait.

Say that they go 
to a restaurant 
more often if it 
uses Nowait.

Feel that restaurants 
that don’t use Nowait 
are behind the times.

Feel Nowait 
restaurants provide 
an overall better 
guest experience.

66%

75%

Are more likely to 
try a new restaurant 
that uses Nowait.

Our # 1 restaurant was 
always on a 45 minute wait 
unless we showed up before 
5:30pm or after 8:30pm. 
Now with Nowait, we go 
every weekend at the time 
that we want. We love it and 
go more frequently now.
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When we're going out on 
Friday I always check Nowait 
to see wait times. I’ll scroll 
through and look for new 
places too. Recently we 
went to Serafina’s, I wouldn’t 
have tried it otherwise.

I don't understand why a busy establishment would want their 
customers to stand in line and be aggravated and annoyed by the 
time they're seated. Definitely not a restaurant I would return to.

66%

66%

75%

GET A DEMO

800-705-1213

A restaurant that o�ers Nowait appreciates my time and wants 
to make my dining experience more convenient. It is definitely an 
advantage for any dining experience.
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http://nowait.com/restaurants/schedule-a-demo/?utm_source=infographic&utm_medium=pdf&utm_content=&utm_campaign=2016%20guest%20survey

